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Acetylsalicylic Acid Is· CheaPer;
··srand Narne·,Pricesa Headache
'
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.(acetyis;alicylic .. acid)
WI'S
and·
cheaper., the ·pharmacist ·wotdd·
be' required to seU the more ex• .·
John Kueker ·.
.
pensive drug. ·
. ·
. New Mexico~ often ·criticized
· T!te price· · difference with
for its unresponsive. legislature,
· aspirin might bfl slight, but in the
has a challce to lead the nation if
case of other drugs the· spread
an important generic drug bill is
could.b~ quite-wide. Generic drug · ·
ado·pted. Industry·· forces are·
bills such as the one- introdu.ced
mustering to prevent passage,
._by ·PenJi would · be- of obvious
however, and a similar bill was
benefit . to the poor, elderly and
defeated in the last session.
those on fixed incomes. ·
· .· State ~epresentative Dennis
. Although some states...already ·
·Pena (D-BernaliUol introduced a
. allow· g~neric substitution,
bill last session that would have
Pena's bill w.ould only allow ·
·allowed pharmacists to sub,
drugs
to be interchanged from .a
-~tit~te ge.neric equivalents ln ~
federally
approved Maxim_um
filling out prescriptions, but it
Allowable'Cost (MAO) list •.
failed to pass. It got through the . -t~,,.
·· The need for such a checklist ··
House after extensive debate,'
,was demonstrated with ~he inbut. the session ended before the
'''"
Lobo photo
troduction J>f the cardio-vascular
Senate had time to act it.
IJ,NM VIce PTes. HaTold LavendBT
. drug Digoxin. When· Digoxin was
Generic substitution would
·allow pharmacists .to.. fill out
1,ob'!Pn,~w· -~first put pn the ,narket, the· Food
prescriptions· according to the for aspirin, upder present
, and Drug Administration (FDA)
the pharmacist would · be · allowed 28 companies to 'produce
drug~needed by the patient, not
by brand name. ~rand name . required to fill the prescription their own version. After
drugs are g~nerally more ex- using the brand name stipulated numerous complaints· and some . ·
. pensive than · their . generic by the doetor. If, ))eeause. of ad- bizarre side effects for some
vertising or free· samples, the users of the drug, the . FDA
· equivalents. .
Vice President for Student and Campus Affairs Harold Laven<ler
As an easy example, if a doctor pres·cribed Bayer when decided to test all the brands for
announced
last week that .this would be his last semester- at UNM in
(Continued on page7)
patient was giv~n a prescription the
' generic ·
aspirin
. '
the V.P. spot. Lavender indicated that he might teach after stepping
down from his Sc~oles Hall post next summer.
The announcement caught some administrators by" surprise, but
UNM insiders· had given the LOBO notice several months ago that
'
Lavender was seriously considering leaving the UNMjidministration.
While Lavender expressed no opposition to the selection of William
''Bud" Davis as President of UNM, there was widesprea~ speculation
at the time of Davis' appointment whether Lavender would stay in
theDav.is administration.
·· The complete text of Lavender's .resignation letter is as follows:
· Monday, January 19, 1976
Dear Bud:
This letter is my formal resignation as Vice President for Student

.,

By Mikellea•videz
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. Ent8rp~ising · G.ro~p Keep$. On Tr.ekking
•

..

I

<

By Terry Ea11iad
Nearly ten years have·passed
since the United Federation Starsh~p ''Enterprise" . first drifted
across America's television
screen while Captain James T..
Kirk ·talked about "final frontiers" and "five year missions!'
For most television shows, ten
years after cancellation is .about
long enough for the public to
forget what the show was aU
·about, except in mid-afternoon
.reruns used to fill time and bring
in cash. But "Star Trek-" has not
been forgotten; indeed, it may be
more popular now than it was ·
then. Many of. the fans (caJled
11
Trekkies") were not even born
when the show was first broad- '
east. Proof of popularity was
seen recently at the first genetal
·meeting . of .. Albuquerque's
trekkie group; called Alpha Centura; 260 people showed up.
And they are not all college
· kids, teenyboppers or spaced-out
space freaJcs, either. Every age
group was there, from six-year- Trek Convention is also in the
old children .to ·a sbcty~year-old works for early 8ummer; .
ni'an. "Many of the younger
Alpha Centura is open to
trekkies had the paraphernalia anyone who is interested in Star
needed for space exploration, in· Trek, for whatever reason they
eluding communicators, phasers, may have. The address for in·tricorders.and tribbles. · . . .
lormation is Alpba Centura, 1001
. T.he January tenth meeting of Madiera
SE,
No.. 3-A,
Alpha Centura ····was held to Albuque·rque, 81108. Or come to
recruit new members, discuss the meetings, held every second
ideas for future projects and plan Saturday of the month at 7 p.m.
events such as the St. Valentine's in the El Matador Room of
Day dance ·where people going to Holiday Inn East (on Central"
the dance are to dress up as mem- near the 1-25 exit).
. ·. ·&ers of the United Federation of
Brian. Boomer, listed officially
Pl~nets• An Albuquerque Star as "Chief of Staff," says the main

•

Club members also h.ope to
start a newsletter to feature articles,· p_oems and stories from ·
members. Chief of Communications Carol Keeney said
she has seen a lot of stories about
· Spock's love life and ''great big
~onsters swal1owing up planets"
hav~ been submitted to other
fa~zines (fan magazines),. so she
hopes other types of stories will
be submitted. The newsletter
will aiso be used to pass information along to members,
besides· being a place for creative
effort.
Robert Pruden, long-time
"Star Trek" fan and new Alpha
Centura member, said the reason
the show .has such a large
foJiowing is the optimistic nature
oftheshow.
·

.

.

"It's a future of hope," he said.
<~tt shows that Earthmen can live
and work together and not blow
themselves up. ••
purpose of the club was to save purpose of the club, what makes
"our show .11
"Star Trek" so popular even now,
"We want to keep alive the · why so many people turned out
idea of 'Star Trek', " he said. "I for their first meeting, etc.
think of 'Star Trek' as an entity,
.which is why I am so involved
Boomer was talking to
with it."
everybody who would throw a
The meeting was quickly tur- question in his direction. Some of
ned into a media event, with the questions from new members
television cameras from all three concerned the possibility of
commercial stations wandering meeting the stars, and they were
around with their Jights and len- told the stars are always eager to
ses, cornering the Chief of ~taff meet fans, and perhaps someday;
and asking the same questions if the _club can get going, their
over and over again about the hopes may- be realized,

·

.
.
. T~~ ten-year mission of
ttekkles across the country is.to
get ustar Trek" back on the air:
One sign of hope is the movie
being planned by Paramount Pic·
tures. According to Boomer,who
heard it from somebody else, the
actual filming . is bogged down
because of script hassles. But a
true trekJcie is always optimistic,
and figures if the movie is a success, then once .again the Enterprjse wm drift across the
nation's television screens.
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World
News

.Steelers Ride Dalla$ to Victory
MIAMI (UPU-The poised and powerful Pit- cy Howard with 1:48 remaining.
But the Steelers' defense rose up to clinch the
tsburgh Steelers, playing no frills football, Sunday ·
victorY,.
Glen Edward$ intercepted Roger
surged to their second straight Super Bo\fl Q~a,m- .
Staubach's
desperation pass in the end zone. as
pionship, breaking loose for 14 points in the final
time
ran
out.
.
period to defeat tile Dallas Cowboys 21-17 in· the
Gerela, a-baby-faced Canadian who was picked
National Football14eague's Title Game.
up for the $100 waiver price from H()uston in 1971,
After a safety pulled Pittsburge to within a
point, Roy Gerela, who earlier blew two field' goal . hit a 36-yard field goal wi~h 8:41 remaining }o lift
·attempts, connected on a pair of field goals in a 2 · Pittsburgh to a 12-10 lead. He added a 19-yard shot
minute, 4 second span of the last quarter to ignite after Mike Wagner intercepted a pass and retur. ned i.t 19 yards to the-Cowboys' seven.
the Steelers to victory.
A 64-yard ~ouchdown pass from Terry Bradshaw· . The Steelers became the seventh American Conto Lynn Swann with just 3:02 remaining put Pit- ference team in the last eight years to win the
tsburge in front 21-10 and provided the· margin of Super bowl and snapped a personal seven-game'
losing streak against Dallas.
vic~ory. Bradshaw was injured on the play and left
The l(ictory was worth $15,000 each for the
the game.
Steelers
while each of the losing Cowboys
Dallas, which led most of the way, fought back
valiantly, pulling to. within four points on Roger received, $7,500. There was a total of $1.35 million
Staubach's 34')'ard touchdown pass to rookie Per-· for both clubs.

Italian-Mute Spends Life in Pigsty
'

the Abruzzi Mountains, locked Police) began hearing rumors of
tl!e child in their pigsty, feeding his existence and went to inh~m only enough to keep him
vestigate. The police took him to
alive.
·
. a hospital and charged his
. He stayed there until Saturday brother and two nephews with
when Carabinieri (National unlawful restraint, aggravated
because the victim was handicapped.
The police said that when they
arrive(! at the family's 2.5 acre
farm and asked Fiorangelo
Ferretti, 73, where his brother
was, .FerrettUed them to a pigsty
adjoining his house; unchained
the door and 'pointed to an interior door. '
"Carmine is in· there," he aaid.
Officers
said the emaciated
• Performs all classical slide rule functions- simple arithmetic. reciprocals,
Carmine Ferretti, now 69, was
factorials. e~potentialion, roots, trigonometric and logarithmic
functions, all in free floating decimal point or in scientific notation.
squatting like an animal on a pile
• Features an algebraic keyooard with single function keys for easy
of hay in a 1a-foot
square·cell.
.
probl!)m solving.
·
• Most functions process displayed data only-allows separate
-·
New Mexico
processing of gala before entry in a complex calculation.
·
• Memory allows storage and recall of numbers, features sum key for
·DAILY LOBO
accumulation to memory.
,
• Calculates answers to 13 significant digits: uses all13 digits in
No.75·
Vol. 76
subsequent calculations lor maximum accuracy.
.
Box 20, University P .O.,l.JNM
• Computes and displays numbers as laq;~e as ±9.999999999 x 1O"" and
as small as ::!:1. x 10-"''.
,
Albuquerque, N.M. 871.31
• Converts automatically to scientific notation when calculated answer
Editorial Phone (505) 277is greater than 10"' or less than tO-"'.
· .
4102,277-4202
• Performs operations in the order problem is stated.
.
The New MexiCO Daily Lobo~ is published
: • Features bright14-character display-10-digit mantissa, 2-digit
Monday through Friday every regulu week
exponent. 2 signs.
.. ··
• Display provides overflow, underflow, and error indications.
:!~~e~n:::!~
;;,~~~ly0~u~~d~~~ r
• Full floating decimal.
·
Publication• of the University Of New MeJtfeo,
and is not financially associated with UNM.
•. Lightweight, fully portable.·
Seeond ~lau postage paid at Albuquerque,··
• Rechargeable batteries or AC operation.
New Mexieo 87181. Subscription rate is
110.00 Cor the academic year:
• Full year manufacturers warranty.
The opinion• expressed on the editOrial
• AC Adapter/Charger included.
pares or 'The Dally Lotio a'l those or the
author solely. Unalgned opinion is that or the

Texas Instruments
electronic calculator
SR-SOA

.
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editorial l)oard or Tho DsUy Lobo. Nothlns
printed in The Daily Lobo neeeuuily
representa the views of the.Univera:ity .of New "'
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Win. Second Straight .Bowf. .

ATRI, Italy (UPI)-Sixty years
ago a child named Carmine
Ferretti was stricken with
meningitis which left him mute
and ment~ally retardedHis parents, poor .farmers in

'

-

By U11it.ed Press Intet'l!at~o!la~
SAN FRANCISCO-Former California Gov. Edmund G.
Brown said Sunday his son, who now holds thl'! job, is courageous,
excellent in the position and would be a go()d presidential candidate, but "I think I W!IS a better governor.'~
I hope he has. Presidential aspirations," Brown said of his son.
''I don't think he'll ever be like me. Maybe that's why he's so
popular. Overall," said Brown Sr. of his son, "I think he's doing an
excellent job. Is he as good a governor as I was? No, I think I was
a better governyr .'' ·
, .
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.·1916 Central S.E.
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Harry's Hamburgers
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Canadian bacon, eg_ g and cheese ·

I

I
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on a toasted English muffin
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50' with this Coupon
«
Exp, January 23 .
Coupon
Served Until 10:30 AM r
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50c Our
OFF

French Women (Jnhappy

Famous· Alfie Order Of Fish and Chips

I

.PARIS-Francoise Giroud,. Secretary of State for the Condition of Women, said Sunday that 37 per cent of French women
older than 18 would rather be men.
.
"Those who say so have the evident feeling that their condition
is less favorable than that of men, a feeling all the more intense
w.!ten ()ne goes down the social scale," .said Giraud in the
magazine L 'Express;
"Whether this is true or JlOt matters little," she said, for what
counts is that a large proportion of French women perceive their
condition as 'uncomfortable,' meanin.g unhappy.''
The report said a primary factor behind French women's perceiving themselves as unhappy is the result of the decline in church attendance •

.•

Coupon good at 3920 Central Ave. S.E.
·

---- --

Phone 256-1676

- - -

(-2 pieces of fish with fries)

. .

We also serve other seafood delicacies
and delicious fried chicken

-------------------------~---------------------------~-------~

·-~------~------------------

RLOIN

eJtA!)E

STEAK HOUSES INTERNATIONAL

No.1
4016 Menaul NE
268-8052
No.2
Gibson at San Pedro
256-1893
No.3
3005 Cerrillos Rd.
SANTA FE 471-3511

I:!

!

I

I

Reg. $1.49

'
(Corner of Mor.ningside & Central)
Open 11 a.m. - 10 p.m., Stm.-Thurs. & 11 - midnight, Friday & Sat.

Weed Seized in California
VENTURA, Calif.-Thirteen persons are scheduled to be
arraigned Tuesday before -a U.S. magistrate in connection with
smuggling nearly 10 tons of marij\)ana from Mexico into the country aboard a fishing trawler.
,
.
..Authorities seized the trawler, The Red Baron, and other boats
and confiscated the marijuana in a day-long raid Saturday. It was
the largest seizure of the weed ever on the West Coast.
U.S. Customs officials said the trawler anchored eight miles off
the coast in the Santa Batbara Channel and the marijuana was
· ferried to shore in smaller boats and stored in a warehouse.
Also confis.cated were three trucks and three boats, including
one docked in front of a home in exclusive Mandalay Bay in South
Oxnard. ·
The street value of the marijuana was estimated at $5 million,
authorities said.
.
· ·
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Breakfast On A Bun

1
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SAVE 38c
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Band Blsws for New Record

I

. CONCO~D. Calif.-Lip-weary members c,>f the Ignacio Valley
High School Band claimed a Guinness book record Sunday after
playing without stopping for 41bours and 5 miriutes.
· The concert, staged to raise funds for new uniforms for the 100piece marching band, began on campus at 8 a.m. Friday arid ended at 1:05 a.m. Sunday to better the previous record for
marathon band playing set by a group in lpdiana last spring by
one hour and five minutes.
· ··
The Ignacio Valley Band collected almost $9000 in pledged contributions for its effort.
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,The Rain Tunnel

,,
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coupon

The Rain Tunnel
Car Wash

SOeOFF

Cop Runs Four Red.Lights
CORAL GABLES, Fla,-Police Sgt. Alfred Terrinoni has had
better nights.
~·
He was suspended for 30 days without pay for running four t'ed
lights the other evening whiletrying to elude a police car. After
he was stopped he learned that his two passengers, whom he had
offered a ride home from a bar, were female impersonators.
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The Cultu,ral Program Committee

.

AND mE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
'

POPEJOY Hi\LL

Willi

IllIt

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO .

DQ-pon

The Claaalca Theatet

.79.95
ONE OF THE
MANY MODELS
AVAILABLE AT

UNm Bookatote
Univ. of New mexico
Albuquerque, New mexico 87131

i•
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Presents

Arthur miller's

'

't

r

Chilling Drama of the
Salem Witch Trials

I

r
'

THE CRUCIBLE·
Thurs. Fri. Sat. - Jan. 22, 23; 24 - 8:15
Sun. - Jan. 25 ~ 2:15
Tickets $3.50, 3.00, 2.50
Students $1.00 Distount
. .Tel.
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Have Money,
Will Travel
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The New Mexico Legislature will be considering Differential Furiding,
'the long awaited salvation for UNM's suffering budget -or is it?
Apparently the University was ·not going to get anvwhere near the
budget necessary to run the campus so a compromise was reached. The
compromise is that the differential figure will be approved providing there
is a tuition increase.· Resident student will have to pay an increase of
$21.75 while out-of-state students will have to pay $105. These increases
will provide about 17 per cent of the proposed expenditure budget for next
year. The total recommended budget for UNM is $37.8 million dollars.
Add this tuition-increase on to the already approv~d,UNM fee increase
of $10.25 and you can see how much the student benefits from the
differentail funding formula.
Let's not stop here but look at a story from ttie front page of the Jan1,1ary
14 edition of the LOBO, 01,1r reigstration issue. The main fact of the article
is that the University will spend $1.8 million for travel this year. The
Athletic Department received a very large portion of this amount.
"More than twic.e as ,;,uch money was spent on sports related travel
ttian was used to bankroll travel for institutional support, student services,
student social and cultural services and UNM internal services combined,"
LOBO reporters Charles McElwee and Jon Bowman wrote.
. Tie this altogether with a rec~mmendation from the state Board of
Educational Finance (BEF) last semester that the athletic budget be cut
back and we begin to wonder whether differential funding and fee
increases will help the UNM student or simply act as a subsidy for any
nonessential the University administration can devise. We also wonder
how many financial contingencies this University has buried away under
the guise of investments?
If we students and the taxpayers of New Mexico are to continue
pumping money into' this .institution of "higher spending" then we will
require better reasons for increases than those of (as Dr. Robert Huff,
secretary to the BEF stated) ."The money has to come from somewhere,"
or that "only 13 states charge the same or·less tuiti~?n for out-of-state
students."
We demand that the University rearrange its priorities and cut out
nonessentials before it holds out its empty hand again.

DOONESBURY

Beautiful Promises Made By Recruiters
Graduating Seniors:
5) Will I have an opportunity to attend church if I
wish to?
This semester you will hear all of the beautiful
No, not until you are a manager.
promises made by the smiley, well-dressed recruiters,
6) During the busiest time of the year can I count on
who will visit your campus. You will dress up, ask all
some help from my store manager?
of the right questions and maybe even cut your hair.
No, not if he drinks some.
By now, we hope, you have learned to take with a
7) During the busiest time of the year, may I take a
grain of salt anything somebody is trying to sell you,
week off?
even a job.
When you talk with the recruiter from Holley
No, not unless you are a district manager.
Stores, here are some questions you may wish to ask.
8) May I plan on any activities outside of my job?
. Inserted are the correct answers. If he answers any
No.
· other way, leave quick, yQ.u are being had. , .
. .. 91 Will 1. be informed ahead of· time about' any•l
1) Sir, willl ever have to work 72 hours a week?
changes in my store that effect me?
Yes, many weeks.
No.
2) Sir, if my store manager drinks some, do I. have
10) Will I at any time before becoming a manager,
any recourse when he comes in and raises hell be given any responsibility or will I just work as the
.
because he is hung over? (Only if this happens three hourly employees?
Just
as
the
hourly
employees
work. You will
days a week or more) .
}ust
do
what
they
do
not
finish
doing.
No.
11) If my work is not satisfactory will I be fired or
3) Willi ever work four weeks without a day off?
· will my store manager make my job so unbearable for
Yes.
me I will quit? .
·
4) If I do ask when my days off are to be, will I be
We do not fire people.
ridiculed and called a' loafer?
Thomas David Jurney
Yes.

,,
I

By Martin Nix ·
We have met the enemy and tbe enemy is us. The solution lies with you
and me. We must question the very way we live. We must question our
throw-away society. Can,we continue a society where it takes 500 BTU's
of energy to create only one BTU of' food, while the rest of the world gets
one BTU of food for less than one invested? (Ttie energy used to make
food includes canning, mining for metals, fertilizer production, pesticides,
tractors, warehousing, shipping the food several times across the country,
etc.)
The key to the energy solutions lies. with encouraging city, community
and individual self-sufficiency, for our basic needs. We must question
whether we should be dependent upon multi-national corporations or rely
upon ourselves and communities, We must questiOCJ whether we should
be dependent upon Detroit and the Arabs for transportation, or hire our
own people in Albuquerque for transit. Should we be dependent upon
energy wasteful Del Monte for food,· or . have city-owned farms, or
community owned greenhouses to grow our own foods.
To date, the efforts by the city government and the Middle Rio Grande
Council of Governments can be called nothing more than sabotage of
transit. There are systems now being developed for low density cities, and
the names of which sound like science fiction, but then again the
·interstate highway system was science fiction in 1930. Some of those
systems are these: dial-a-ride/station, bus-bike, center lane bus system,
priority traffic signals, subscription bus, integration of private school buses·
with transit, ground-level monorails, transportation centers, and redesigh
of sidewalks. Some cities have even decided that private taxis will be their
mass transit system. For intercity travel 150-300 mile per hour air pushion
monorails are being designed for placement on medians of in~erstates ..
The list is long and complex. But the solution lies with a large variety of
systems - not just one system. It will require interest and participation by
all citizens in Albuquerque - so we can talk about our future.
Transportation is that focal point, because it does affect every aspect of
our life. In fact, it is said that the auto has created a caste society: those
with autos and those without. Transportation will affect our jobs, families,
life, housing, and human relatio-nships. It will affect our most inner life.
It is because of these realities that the New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group is starting the Alternatives· to the Auto Study. What is
needed is students willing to take problems courses this semester and
study specific aspects in the transportation policy process. As people are
located, relevant technical documents will be ordered am;l distributed to
those who will do something with them. All disciplirres are needed:
psychology, sociology, biology, architecture, engineering, anthropology,
computer science, and just plain interest. Albuquerque has some of the
.besto.PhO!sinthe world-and they-will be•wdrkin!:l also on the project. We
are convinced that neither city government nor the Council of Governments has the skills, manpower nor desire to do the job. Howeller, this is
just a~ well. Universitie~ have done ~n excellent job in transportation policy
plannang. Princeton and the University of Washington have designed excellent urban transit systems.
The energy crisis is real and will return. The crunch is directly upon the
auto. We must develop alternatives to the auto, and the sooner it is done
the better off we will be. It is not a question of what we want, but a
question of what we must do. That is why it is so important for you to
care.

DOONESBURY
i
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Lobo Letter,

: J)pini~n.Policy
f·
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·~~·. -B·
z'VG BEliN PIRECTFIJ 7lJ /IPPif.4ll.
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Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double
·spaced .. ·
Sendex::s name, address and
telephone number must be included with the letter or it
will not be considered for
. publication. Names will not
· be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please
include a name, telephone
number and address of a
group ~erhbe~. The .letter
will carry that name, plus the
name ofthat group.
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Wanna See My LOBO.

by Garry Trudeay

BUY: 1· Get 1 FREE
On Selected
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General Store
. · New Winter Hours
10-9 Monday- Satu:t;day
12-6 Sunday

Finest Headshop in the Southwest
.

We know you resolved
to be slimmer in '76...
and we'll make it fun
· and affordable!
Now's the time to start inch-whittling.
Now while you're really determined.
And Elaine Powers has all the help ·
you need. Knowledgeable help. Sensible
eating tips. Friendly encouragement.
Modern equipment to make exercising
definitely ON-boring. A proven
program that's worked for
thousands of women. At a very
affordable price!

_$n95

~per month
(Complete 4-month program)
· Unlimited Salon Visits

The New Mexico Daily LOBO is now conducting its
semester drive for reporters, muckrakers and assorted
literary sodomists. If you would like to write, report, take pictines or play center for the undefeated Daily ·LOBO· Basket• ;
ball team and connosieurs of Kentucky Beau, then drop by
Marron Hall Rm. 138 and talk to one of the editors. Any signs
of writing talent will be frowned upon.

•

Call today
.for an
-appointment!

\q Ei&ine' Powers ~fgute Salons 1976

:Editorial

Un~lgned · editorials

Board

represent · ·a

majority· opinion of the Daitv Lobo
Staff. All other columns, cartoons
and letters represent the ppiniOil

of the author and do not necesaariiV
reflect the views of thtlstaft.

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

News Editor

Arts & Media

Sports Editor

Orlando R. Medina

Michael O'Connor ·

John Rucker

Terry England

Harold Smith

Features Editor
Mike Gallagher

Copy Editor

Photo Editor

Susan Walton

Miguel Gandert
·,

Joseph Donnelly

Business Manager
Harry Chapman

..............·.,._........................................ , ...... .
\

Elaine Powers Figure SaJons
San Pedro at Montgomery, N.E.
Albuquerque; New Mexico 87109
Phone (505) 881-2707
"
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Student.Designs Sound Console

Student L_eaders Urge
Lower Drinking Age
By John Rucker
At a press conference held
Friday, the Associated Students
of New Mexico (ASNM) expressed qualified support for a
tuition hike and called upon
governor Jerry Apodaca to sup-

TAO & LIFE
TAl-CHI, KUNG-FU
With breathing secret
Learn With Us!

Chinese
Culture
C4!nter
26@,7023

I

'

..
'

SUB Theatre's new projection system.

ment would last 10 to 15 years SUB's general r~modeling funds,
and could operate for up to 20 ' but he noted that plans are on the
boards to construct a new enyears if properly maintained.
"There are still improvements trance (from the area . where
we could make in the theater to KUNM radio now operates )and
improve viewing conditions, but to build an elevator for the handicapped to the theater.
w~ have done what we could to
"I would especially like "to
correct what was an intolerable
thank
ASUNM Senators Alfred
situation," Kay said. ''A new
Santistevan
and P.M. Duffeyscreen would be a good start."
Kay said there are no funds Ingrassia for their help in getting
allocated to the theater from the us maney to do this,'' he said.
Applications arc being accepted Cor ASUNM
Popular Enlcrlaiilmcnl .Comm~ and Teacher
Evaluiltion Comm. Chairpersons. Deadline· for
completed applications is Ja11. 20. Pitk up ap·
plica lions In rm 242, SUB.
Democratic Women·~ club
Jan. 30·31 at Udall Hospitality room, Mid~Town
Holiday tnn. Further inro call:- Cllarlic Cbnvct255"·
1803, Cordelia S.1nehcz 344·8808 or Bert J,indsay
299-7454.

Annual meeting

~~

~Sorority Informal Rush starts Sunday, Jan. 25,
ends Jan. 28. Surority rush and pledge tontinucs
througtl the semester" Deadline Cor thts ru.sh
period is Jan. 23. Corttnct Studcht At:tivitics Ccn·
ter.sccond noor SUB, lor further inro.

NEW MEXICO'S

LARGEST ·SILECTION

DAN SKIN

CAPEZIO

FOOTWEAR/LEGWEAR/BODYWEAR

cb " =~
NOW!

4819 Central NE
Across from the
Highland Shopping
Center

TAP... JAZZ!

shoes."accessorles

EVERY MOVE
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effectiveness, Results show.ed
that 27 of 28 brands tested were
not creating the appropril~te
reaction. The only manufacturer
to pass the test happened to be
the original· developer of the
'drug. ,
·
Pena felt that, while the
Digoxin case was unusual, it was
not unlikely to be repeated in the
future. 'Because .such slip-ups do
occur, he thinks consumers
should vigorously support the
MAC list section of the bill.
Pena 's bill has its supporters
and· detractors, but the
organization most conspicuous in
its lack of support is the
American Association of Retired
Persons. (AARP). According to
Pena , AARP said they w6uld
support his bill if another, introduced by Senator Ray Leger
·(D-DeBaca-Guadalupe-San Miguel), failed.
·
But after the failure of Leger's
biii, AARP informed Pena that it
could not support his proposed
legislation because of instructions from its national
headquarters.
Pena attributes 'this to in-·
formation he received concerning
William . Shields,
national
president of AARP. According to
Pena's informant, Shields owns a
large number of shares in
Colonial-Penn, a large drug
distribution firm.
·
The Pharmaceutical Manufacturers .Association (PMA) has
also reversed its earlier .stand on
' the generic drug bill. Once opposed to both open (no -MAC
clause) and selective (MAC
listed) substitution.. PMA now
supports open substitution.
No one in PMA would comment on why the organization .
made such an abrupt about face,
but sources in the legislature
speculate that the Senate defeat
of an open substitution bill might
have had some bearing on their
stance. Leger's bill, which called .
for open substitution, was killed
in the Senate, while Pena's selective substitution bill has cleared
the House and might make it
through the Senate."
Pena said he feels optimistic
that Governor Apodaca will introduce his bill in the next
session of the legislature, despite
the fact that the short session is
usually reserved for financial
issues.
PMA's major objection to
Pena's bill is that pharmacists
will switch to lower priced substitutes, forgetting that it is the
higher priced drugs that usually
pay for research and develop·
ment costs.
Pena said he thinks patented
drugs would still be protected
under his bill and would pay for
research. Other backers of the
bill point out that pharmaceutical
companies' profit margins are
second only to oil companies' and
that money for research will not
dry up if New Mexico adopts a
generic drug law.
Pena is not alone in his fight to
put a generic dr.ug law on the
statute books. Dr .. Nathan
Strahl, of the College of Phar·
macy, has already devoted- most
of his free time to promoting the
controversial generic dr.ug
legislation. The Legislative Com·
, mittee on Health and Aging has
una.nimously suppor~ed generic
substitution.
'J. /'t t •..,•ft,\
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D·er.matologist~

U.

Two doctors from UNM have
won a top national award for'
their studies on Southwestern
. skin problems.
The President's Awa.rd was
•
presented in San· Francisco
recently to Dr. ·Ralph Powell. and
Dr. Jack Graham, dermatology
.residents at UNM's School o1
Medicine. The award was presented at the annual meeting of the .
·American Academy of Der·
matology, with more than 4200
physicians attending, ·
There is a $1000 cash award
given with the honor, $500 going .
· to the. residents41nd $500 being
given to the UNM medical
school's dermatology division.
Dr. Edgar Ben Smith is chief of
.the division at UNM.
·

(Continuetfrom page 1)

Projector l,mproves SUB Theatre
By Jon Bowman
The ASUNM Film Committee
completed installation of $5000 .
. worth of new projection equipment in the ·Student Union
Building (SUB) Theatre' Saturday.
The equipment, which includes
a new sound console as well as a
$3000 projector, will be . in
operation whe11 the theatre
opens this Wednesday night. Its
use will dramatically improve
viewing conditions for SUB
moviegoers.
''You can't begin to compare
the difference between the old
and the new projection systems,"
said Ronald Kay, technical advisor to the ASUNM Film Committee. "It's the difference between an amateur set-up, and a
professional system."
Kay designed a.nd built the
new sound co.nsole himself an'd
spent an estima~ed 250 hours installing the current SUB projection system. I.t includes several
features lacking in the SUB's ·
port
19-year,old
drinking previous system.
The
system
eliminates
legislation.
changeovers
between
reels as it
ASNM embraces the student
governments of every state-run uses only one projector which
university in the state and is holds a single, large reel of film.
currently chaired by ASUNM The projector also houses a
president Alan Wilson. ASNM Xenon lamp which will produce
should not be confused with sharp, intense images on the
ASUNM, the student govern- theater's screen.
"We probably have the best 16
mentat UNM.
millimeter
film equipment of any
Wilson was joined at the press
theater
in
the state,'' Kay said.
conference by Carl Hawkins,
student body president at ENMU "The quality of a film screening
and Jim Kirkland, president of i.n the SUB will only be limited by
New Mexico Tech's student the quality of the film stock itself."
government.
Among other improvements in
Saying that the aim of ASNM
was to "reach a formula which is the new system is the sound conworkable for all six institutions sole which contains a noise reducof higher learning in the state," tion unit and a spectrum
Wilson presented a resolution ex- equalizer.
tconunuee~ on page 9)
"The equalizer removed
deleterious acoustic effects of the
speakers and auditorium so that
the sound heard by the audience
is more nearly what was recor·
ded on film,'' Kay said.
The
technical
advisor
estimated that the new equip-

.- .. Acid

The two doctors prepared an
extensive exhibit on Southwestern skin probllims, .which
was shown in the resident's
category at the dermatology
meeting, a,nd was accompanied
by descriptive b~:ochul'e in beige
and gold, featuring kachina
drawings.
In the introduction of the
exhibit, the doctors wrote, "The
southwestern part of the United·
States is. characterized by
aridity, abundant sunlight, dif,
ferent animal and plant life, a
unique ethnic mixture and a
preference on the part of. its
inhabitants. for an outdoor life
style. This combination of factors
leads to a different pattern of
skin conditions than seen in other

Win with Skin

parts of our country."
Powell and Graham ·sent
questionnaires to dermatologists
throug.hout· the Southwest and
asked them to list disorders. they
see and to Jist skin problems seen
in greater frequency in their
geographic region, ·
Regions· of primarily South,
western skin disorders were
grouped in three categories: sun,
land and peoplf:l. Sun-related der,
matoses included premature
wrinkles, melasma and mottling
ofthe face.
The land grouping included
winter itch, eruptions due to indigenous plants (cacti, yucca,
tumbleweed), bites .and ·stings

(rattlesnakes, . centipedes, scorpions), Rocky Mountain spotted
fever, plague, leprosy and
myiasis. ·
Under people, results were
subdivided· into three areas.
Anglos (Northern European
cultural background) included all
·solar-induced dermatoses-electronic components , (Phoenix),
cement (Mesa) and copper
(south,ern New Mexico). In the
Hispano group tattoos and overtreatment dermatitis (folk
·medicines) were listed. The In- ~
dian
category
included ~
photoaggravated -atopic der- ~
matitis, contact dermatitis from ·~
jewelry and pottery, vitiligo and
cutaneous tuberculosis.

New! Apocket calculator
· ·specifically designed . .
for complete business management!
...

.

Hewlett-Packard's liP·22 puts an ideal combination offinancial, mathematical and statistical
.
'
functions right at your fingertips."~165.
The new HP-22 is an indispensable
management tool that lets you perform
-easily, quickly and dependably..;_
virtually every computation you need in
, modem business mapagement from
··

19 memories.
5 financial memories, 4 operational
memories, plus 10 addressable memories
.for data storage and register arithmetic.
FuJI decimal display control.
You can display 0 to 9 decimal places
at will.lf numbers are too large or
small, display automatically switches
to scientific notation with a range
of 10 99 to 10.99

simple arithmetic to complex timevalue·of-mon~y problems to planning,
forecasting and decision analysis.
Ease, speed, accuracy.
All you do is key in your data, press the
appropriate keys and see your answer
displayed in seconds.
Automatically computes
discounted cash fldw; percentages;
ratios; proportions; compound interest;
remaining balance; annuities; depreciation; mean-standard deviation; trend
lines (linear regressions); linear estimates; accumulated interest; rate of
. retumi amortization; and more.
Expanded percentages
capability. '
You can rapidly calculate
virtually ally percentage
problem including margins,
markups, discounts, chained
discounts, percentage differences,
percent of total.

Remarkable Owner's Handbook
A clearly-written survey course in
modem management problem-solving,
analysis and planning-with procedures
for more than 50 dlfferept calculations.
See and try the new HP-22 today.
Only$165.

.

( HDLMAN1S 1 INC.)
401 Wyoming Blvd. N.E.
Phone (505)-265-7981

Student Discounts Available
With UNM Identification Card
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Pregnant, Troubl~d
Women Seek ·Aid

''

Stu.dent· Leaders Ur.ge Lower Drink·ing Age

years). UNM, with over hal£ the·
pressing support of a tuition in,, graduate students in the state,
crease "if tWQ conditions can be would be the big gainer if dif~atisfied.''
ferential funding became a
'l'he ASNM resolution call~d reality and neither .the BEF
fo~r tuition hikes "if and only if (Board of Educational Finance) ·
the respective universitie's · or Legisl.ative Finance Comrealize the benefits of such an in- mit tee are set up to benll.fit
crease; that is to say, an increase UNM. . ..
(If fundinl( at ea~h school
The BEF, until recently., had
representattve of the mcrease of 11 members. One member ·
· tuition at tliat school.
represe.nted Pistrict 2, which inPerhaps more importantly, eluded Bernalillo and· Valencia
ASNM would support tuition "if ·counties. The total population of
and only if the rate. at which . District 2 was 370,000 out of a
tuitions are credited against total state populatjon of 998,000.
state appropriations is. unif~rm The smallest district Jiad a total.
for all six state universities.
population of 24,000, yet each of
~ilson s~i?, "The value of a . the eleveri districts had an equal
umform tUitiOn rate would be vote.
.
that students paying a higher
Recent reforms have granted
tuition rate would receive the District 2 two votes out of12.
benefits of that higher payment." - ASNM representatives ex·
The state legisla~ure has pressed hope that. the tuition intalked for years about a uniform creases which if approved will
differential funding formula take effect next year, will be
which would recognized both the used on the campuses they are ·
qualitative. and quantitative dif- collected from, not put in a comferences in the co~t, of education mon pot and allocated according
at various state universities.
to BE!<' and .LFC directives.
Under differential funding,
Differential funding and
allowances would be made for the tuition increases were the main
higher cost and lower faculty- theme .of the ASNM presenstudent ratios of graduate cour- tation, but the most emotional
ses. The met.hod of estimating reactions at the press conference ..
Full Time Equivalent (FTE) came when ASNM called upon
students would also change.
Apodaca to introduce a bill
Currently, FTE's are deter- legalizing nineteen year old
mined by taking the total number drinking.
. The resolution stated t,hat
of hours attempted and dividing.
by 15 (15 hours being the ASNM delegations stood·"united
estimated average semester in support oflegislative action on
course load). Graduate students behalf of the state of New Mexico
. rarety attempt more than 12 to lower the legal age for the eon·
hours, so the current FTE for- sumption of alcoholic beverages
mula· does not realisitcally take to 19.''
into account the number of
Citing as ASNM poll which
graduate students at an in· revealed over 65 per cent of
stitution.
students interviewed supported
Some feel that it is no coin· lowering the legal drinking age
cidenee that a differential fun7 to 19, Wilson said that the
ding Jormula has not been draf· current Jaws are ''the only
ted prior to this year (it has been statutory discrimination still on
in. planning for the past five the books in the state of New
(Continued from page G)

By Doris Martinez
• Abortion, illegal .for women not yet 18 years old, is a relatively simo pie proce,dure. The hard part is accepting the fact that you are
"§ pregnant.
··
..:I
You are co.nfused, worried about what parents and relatives•will
B
think
al!d how to conceal it. from
them.
.
<II
'
•
~
These are only a few of the things that rush through a woman's
8 mind when she finds she has an unwanted pregnancy. It gets even
';;! tougher if she wants to keep the baby. but needs- help to do that, or if .
~ she decides she wants an abortion and knows little about that alter~
""' native.
On the University campus Agora deals with these. kinds of
z problems frequently. Dodi Kelleher, student director, ~laid, "We. had
o0 50 known calls regarding: unwanted pregnancy, 21 ·of which were from
al
students here. We mostly do referrals and peer counseling. We don't
!!P try· tQ push kids into anything. We've got referrals from Chaparral
..
ll.. Home to Birthright."
·
Since the subject of abortion is difficult, women who find they are
pregnant tend to overreact. To the frightened 'woman, abortion is
seen as the quickest and most secretive way to handle the situation.
If a woman calis Agora,.sh~ is likely to be referred to BCMC if she
decides to have an abortion because the cost is low. "We're an
·
emotional suppQrtive program," Kelleher said.
By Susan Walton
If a woman decides to have the baby, Birthrig)!t should be top. on
ber list. Birthright is anti-abortion and.anti-contraeeptive ..
UNM students' major com·
This organization is very supportive and is a referral agency. They
plaint
about walk-through
will refuse to discuss abortion. ·Jeannette, of Birthright, said, "Our
registration
Friday was waiting
purpose is to uphold, promote, counsel and preserve the sacredness-of
in long lines outside Johnson
.
human life from the moment of conception."
"Now if you go to Planned Parenthood, they'll be more than happy Gym. . .
Assistant Registrar Helen
to do an· abortion. They're just waiting for young girls to go to them ·
Jackson
said, "The line built up
for assistance an~ they're more than willing to do so,"she.said. ·
·
outside
because
of the packet
From November 1974 to November 1975, Birthright received 3169
·
packets
contain
issuing.''
The
calls, 118 of which were about abortions. These calls were riot given
header
;;ards
and
occasionally
a
any assistance or advise. Mildred, also of Birthright, said, "We don't
personal
data
sheet
and
are
given
make any decisions for these girls. It's all.up to them. Anytime a girl
comes in, she's advised that everything said is confidential. No one · to each student after they enter
the building.
will know:"
"We were missing some of the
Birthright, Agora and many other such agencies make referrals to
registration
material for new
the Albuquerque Public Schools-YWCA school called the. "New
students
so
we
had to hold back"
Future School.'' Here a girl may continue her- high school education
the
students
so
they would not
· and take classes in prenatal and post natal care. It is one of the top
clog
the
registration
packet
five schools of its kind in the country.
room,
she
said.
If carrying an unwanted pregnancy full term 'is not for you, aborLorraine Neiri, a second year
tion is an alternative. Abortions are done in several places in
student
said, "The line was slow
Albuqueruqe. BCMC is accomodating and reasonable. Their prices
outside,
but
it's fine inside.''
vary according to income and if you are a student in college chances
Most
stud.ents
agreed with
(Continued on pogc 16j
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Registration: IJ(Iore of th·f! Usual

A.S. U .N .M. ·Presents
An Eveni~g With ...

Neiri that the major drawback to lot w(lrse" than other univer- ·
walk-through this year was the sities. ·
long wait outside Johnson Gym.
Andrew Sanchez, a math
Ivan Faucon, a. third year teaching assistant a-n d ..
student, said he waited outside registration table worker, said
the Gym for an hour and 15 the math registration was "not
minutes past ·his appointment bad compared to usual.''
,
time.
"No one is dropping (math
Several students called walk· • classes) because they don't have
through disorganized and Jay
anything
else
to
take.
Davis, in his ninth year at UNM, Everything is closed in the lower
said, "It should be twd days in- courses," Sanchez said.
stead of one.''
·
Sharon Dodge, a transfer
Jackson said about 4000 par- student, called registration the
tially prel·egistered students· had · "most disorganized" she had
appointment times between '8 seen.
Jim Walker, a grad student,
and 10 a.m. "They did not move
as quickly as we thought they said, "It took an hour to find
would," she said. ·
someone who knew about my
Except for long lines (up to an ·tuition payment.''
hour's wait) for lower math,
For students with problems
English and P.E. courses,. class and ·questions, the Dean of
registrations moved .smoothly.
Students, Karim Glaser, was at~
Alicia Asher, a first year table to answer questions.
student, said, "I waited one hour
Harold
Lavender,
vice
in the English line then found out president for student. and camthe class was closed. They should pus affairs, said. the table was
·post a list of closed classes.''
"working well" and there seemed
Grad student Jane Depalma to be a good response from the
asked, "Why do so many people students to having the Dean of
go through it? Why don't they Students there:
pre-register?"
But for many students, sheer
Molly Harvey, a student and a fru~tration was the order of the
registration table worker, said day. "Registration? I hate it!"
she did not think UNM's said Asher. "It needs to be more
registration was "a lot better or a organized.''

-·
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Lav~~der

.··~

.

~omlin

Monday, January 26, 1976, 8:00p.m. Popejoy Hall·
Tickets at SUB Box Office, Goldstreet Circus, ·
. Natural Sound II & Candyman (Santa Fe)

Call now for a free hair analysis,
consultation, and sketch of what
· your hair will look like. .

If's a I.ol-lt~-Pa•I.oo-Za (Unisex) Hair· Design
l.1Z3 Central NE
lllCOCanck?.laria NE
842-8565
29,3.2929
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Resigns

!Continued (rom page 1)
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and Campus Affairs, effective July 1, 1976. As you know, I plan to
·
teach here a couple of years and then retire.
I have had great satisfaction in my 30 year career as an educator in
New Mexico and am ready to wind it up back in the classroom where
it all began. I appreciate your efforts in helping to make this
arrangement possible and look forward to our continued association. I
am certainly available for specific assignments from your office
whenever you need me.
My years here as Dean of Students and Vice President have been
endlessly ehallengingto. me and I can honestly say that they have
kept me on the alert.lt is only the attrition of energy and enthusiasm
that suggest to me I ought to make a change.
Although there have been many failures during these years at
UNM, I must confess to a feeling of satisfaction with the progress I
think we have made in the Student Affairs Division. Measuring that
progress is difficult because things happened so rapidly and so daily,
especially at the beginning in 1965, that I was never able to define
adequately the goals of th!J Division.
·
Even so, I think I had a single-minded notion that our. purpose had
something to do with student development. And I think my personal
commitment to that point of view may have characterized my leadership style. Although the statement sounds banal, the concept has led
us through some exciting, and wonderful, and a:wesome times and I
am pleased to see our students where they ;ire today compared with
ten years ago. More importantly, perhaps, I am pleased to be leaving
twelve University departments staffed with highly dedicated
educators, fully committed to the total education of our students. It
has been a pleasure to work with all of them.
.
Naturally, I have some pangs at the thought of moving'out of this
work that has totally absorbed me and has been· so personally rewarding. I shall miss especially the contact with students in all kinds of
·situations. But at the same time I am eager for this classroom ex·
perience which I have lacked in recent years. And so I look forward
enthusiastically to the next two years.
.
Let me thank you again for your consideration and wish you well in
your efforts-for the University of New Mexico.
Sincerely yours,
Harold W. Lavender
Vice President for Student
and CampU$ Affa)r.s.

Mexico.
' · ''short session" of the legislature
"Governor Apodaca probably was required· by law to consider
wouldn't introduce 19 year old only financial matters. Others
drinking legislation,'' said questioned the pressing need for
Wilson, ''but he expressed a eer- a 19-year-old drinking bill.
fain ·amount of support for it
·"This is a topic that has been
during the campaign.
· delayed five years," said Wilson.
"The legislative route is "Different reasons have been
'preferable to our way of given for putting off considering
thinking;" he added ..-Wilson said it. We, !eel that this, is an idea
that the alternative-a class ac- whose ttme has come.
tion suit- "has been
in·
Wilson also dismissed ob-.
vestigated. If we won the case in jections coneern'ing the short
court, the drinking age would be ~ession. "There has never been a
lowered to 18," he said. 18-year- ·short session which considered
olds are considered adults in all purely financial rna tters," he
legal matters except drinking in said. Wilson cjted bills conthe state of New Mexico. ·
cerning the death penalty and
Seyeral reporters attacked the prep rim a r y nominating
19-year-old drinking proposal, procedures that were· passed
pointing out that the so-called during the short session.
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Gov. Jerry Apodaca

.this is the strange,
wo
shoe with tha ·
·.heel lower than the toe.-

This shoe is
different from any
shoe you've ever
worn. It's the
EARTH* negative
heel shoe. The shoe
designed to work in
harmony with your
entire body.
~The heel of the
'A'
Eartlf·· shoe is actually lower than the
toe. This allows you
to walk naturally.
Like when you walk
barefoot msand or
soft earth and your

heel sinks down
lower than your
toes.
The entire sole
of the Earth shoe is
molded in a very
special way. This
allows you to walk
in a gentle rolling
motion. And to
walk easily and
comfortably on the
haDdjandngcer.nent
of our cities.
But remember,
just because a shoe
looks like ours
doesn't mean it
works like ours. So

to be sure you're
getting the Earth
brand shoe, look on
the sole for our
Earth trademark
and U.S. Patent
#3305947.
Your body will
·thank you.
Shoes, sandals,
sabots and boots for
men and· women.
From $21.00 to
$49.50.
*EARTH is a registered
trademar4 of KalstjJ
Systemet, Inc.
©1974Kals~

Systemet, Inc,

Earth® Shoe
Coronado Center
(505) 293-6530
Brochure Available
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''Man Who Would Be King"
Directed by John Huston
Playing at the M Plaza Theatre

"Man Who Would Be King': was but lacking the sordidness of the
produced
at all. Huston originally typical. imperialist in current
::s
planned
the
film to star Clark cinema.
~
No.3
~
By contrast, ·the film's two
Gable and Humphrey Bogart.
Over twenty years later, with other major protagol)ists are sor0
.c
Review by Jon Bowman
Gable and Bogart both long gone,, did to the core. One, played by,
0
...:l
While not the most innovative Huston was finally able to secure . ·Michael Caine, is a likeable
.....>. or artistically stimulating picture funding and support to create' his r!!scal, a rogue whom one really
of the past year, John Huston's dream, a film adaptation of the wouldn't 'mind having pick one's
0 ''Man Who Would Be King" takes Rudyard Kipling tale.
pockets. His comrade in decep0
Old Rudyard would be ple11sed. tion is somewhat less rascally,
.....;.:"' easy honors· as 1975's most enWithout doubt, this is the truest, but, as the 'story would have it,
tertaining flick.
Ill
Huston's first film since "Fat most faithful rendition of Kipling
~
~ City," this one recalls the gran- to appear yet--it deviates some in
Ill
deur and rousing rastiness of his story line, but never v11ries from
older epics, films whicli include the spirit of Britain's literary
0
"Treasure
of the Sierra Madre," emissary in the East. Huston's
....
Ill
"Red
Badge
of Courage" and "Man Who Would Be King"
bl>
· makes the film version of
"The Misfits." ·
.
,Po;
As in the past, Huston imbues Kipling's. "Jungle Book" look like
this work with· large doses of child's play.
this is no ·fault. Danny is a
The film begins in India where .schemer; he is also given to
hard-edged adventure mixed
with a few crocodile tears of sen- we are introduced to the only delusions of greatness.
timentality. Unlike other action major deviation from Kipling, a
His delusions get the better of
directors (Aldrich, or ~iegel, for . sort of narrator by the name of
instance), Huston charges into .a Rudyard ... you guessed it. As
scene with momentum--but not played by the ruddy and bespecso much that he can't dwell on tacled Christopher Plummer,
photogenic details with the Mastah Kipling. is vividly "Fats Waller"
fastidiousness of a brain surgeon. brought to life. He is a colonialist Fats Waller
His fastidious nature is ap- of some wit, the epitome of what Bluebird fRCAJ/AXM2-5511
...
parent in the simple fact that . was good in British imperialism,
By Joe Donnelly
· In the past few years boogiewoogie music h'as surfaced to a
new limelight in pop music.
Starting with Bette Midler's
version of the Andrew Sisters'
"Boogie-Woogie Bugle Boy of
Company B" and a series of Pointer Sisters hits of the old Harlem
Apollo Theatre music ofthe Thirties has helped a comeback for
this kind of music.
More recent is the-Manhattan
Transfer. Even Commander
Cody and His Lost Planet Airmen have decided to reproduce
an
old Cab Calloway hit irt "MinBroad general reading and class
nie the Moocher."
discussion for freshmen, with senior
' RCA records have subsequently released a series of arhqnors students acting as discussion
tists from the original era under
an
old art-deco styled Bluebird
leaders under faculty direction.
Record label.
"The Complete Fats Wailer,
Volume One" contains 33 songs
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Praise John Huston, 'Who Would. be King'
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. him as our pair of thieves leave common Limey bloke.
indill to the wilds of Kefiristan, a
Connery's Danny is. a .
mountain kingdom -iocated . moving character. conveying the
so!llewhere (and you'll have to masculine charm of James Bond
consult your Ra,nd McNally for along with a measure of
exact coordinlltes) in the hin- refinement such· as Bond never
terlands of Afghanistan,
attained. Connery ls improving
The mora\ basis, and ac- with each performance; he is as
companying excitement, of .solid an actor as any on the scene
·
Kipling's tale unfolds here. Using today.
their superior weapons and marThe real star of "Man Who
. tial training as a wedge, our Would Be King," though, is
rogues successfully lead· a band !)either Conn~ry nor Plummer
of Kef,irs to conquer the region. (nor even Michael Caine). Let us
'Danny. is proclaimed a god and, praise John Huston, a director of
as a result, is invested with the rugged insight, ·a regal storyarea's wealth--a cache of teller if ever cinema had one. At
priceiess jewels and artifacts.
an age when1 most Hollywood
.But rather .than escape' with directors woula be resting at the
the loot, he learns to like playing· old-actor-director's home, or working of the hill. Little does he se, "spewing forth another TVrealize that kings might be movie, Huston is still trekking
mighty,. but they are apt to fall • the outreaches. He brings the
twice as far and as hard as your most remarkable visions home.
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FRESHPERSONS·!

HERE IS YOUR CHANCE
FOR A small CLASS!!!
G.S.112 Freshman General
Studies Seminar (3)

These 3-hour seminars, limited to 10 freshpersons
each, are open to all·first year students. They will
fulfill part of the course requirements for studehts
who later enroll in the General Honors program.
They are NOT English course~. ·

There are 10 sections off~red Class cards will be available at
walk-through registration . and during the drop/add period
Below is the schedule for Spring semester,l976:

~

Cove:red

'W"'agon
:MakEIIs ot-Hand Mode lnclan Jewelry
OLDTOWN

b11tterlield jeweler11

.1/a#

•.. NEW Store

G.S.ll2 001 Tuesday, 11:30-1:20 p.m.
G.S.l12 002 Friday, 1:30-3:20 p.m.
G.S.112 003 Wednesday, 1(}.30-12:20 p.m.
G.S.l12 004 Monday, 1:30-3:20 p.m.
G.S. ll2 005 Wednesday;1:30-3:20 p.m.
G.S.l12 006 Wednesday, 3:30-5:20 p.m.
G.S.l12 007 Tuesday, 10:30-12:20 p.m.
G.S.l12 008 Tuesday, 3:30-5:20 p.m.
· G.S.l12 009 Thursday, 1:30-3:20 p.m.
G.S.112 010 . Tuesday,ll:00-12:50 p.m.

Humanities 134
Humanities 144
Humanities 144
Humanities 134
Humanities 144
Humanities 148
Humanities 148
Humanities 134
Humanities 152
.Humanities 152
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lnteUigenee
Some Jobs Are lmportant ••• ours Are Critical.
The Defense Intelligence Agency focuses on military intelligence information about the world and
its societies. If you join us, your perception of the
imp.ortance of a single obscure piece of data could
set forces into motion on which decisions of major
national importance are based.
We do more than study military conditions.
trends, and fotces elsewhere in the world. We also
look into ·economic, social, cultural, physical, geographic, and scientific factors-evidence of growing problems or capabilities which may trigger or
suppori international conflict.~ The aim is to know
such strengths and weaknesses in advance of any
breakdown of diplomatic communications. .
How well we do our job-how well you do yours,
if you join us-can be crucial to the maintenance
of pea:ce. Or to its restoration once broken. It's that
critical.
.
Are you qualified? You probably are if you have
a lively curiosity, a probing and analytical mind,
a questioning outlook. You need to be totally objective in your thinking, imaginative. and able to
.distinguish between the significant and inconsequential In masses of data which will come under ·
your scrutiny. You also must be a U. S. citizen
subject to a thorough 'background inquiry and
.
physical examination.
We normally seek the fqJiowii1g disciplines; hoW·
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butterfield Jer.:eler•;:;,;;.
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, .. YOUR PERSONAL. SERVICE
• a certified
· gemologist .
.
~
• 2 registered jewelers
"-..:; •• .,.-.
• 3 Certified Accutron Technicians
IS

•

.

I

.

fine diamonds fore very occasion
•
competetive/y priced
sANK AMERICARD/w.sreRcHARGE
BUnERFIElb'S SPECIAl TERMS

.1~1.· J'o~ii'J'.r,t. I oh"l "J' ••• I

ever, because of the dynamic changes in the field
of intelligence our -degree requirements are sub·
ject to change. If you possess these qualifications
PLUS a BAIBS or MAIMS degree in one of these
fields, we want to talk to you:
• Computer Science • Civil or Structural Engineering • Petroleum Geology • International economics (USSR/China) or • Military Intelligence experience as an Area or Order of Battle specialist or
Photo Interpreter.
When we do, you will learn that DIA offers opportunities for advanced studies to those employees
who are most promising, that its benefits in terms
of advancement, sick leave, vacations, insurance.
and' retirement are among the best-equal to those
of all other F'ed.eral employers.
.
And, if you join us, you will find that working in
Washington or Arlington, Va. (just across the Potomac River).can be exciting indeed. You will be at
the center of the nation's history and culture in one
-·:of the most beautiful cities anywhere.
To learn more about us and campus interview
dates, contact your .Placement Office. Or send us a
Personal Qualifications Statement SF•171. Address?
The Defense Intelligence Agency, Civilian Personnel Division, Recruitment Branch (CP) Washington,
D.C. 20301.

a ONE ol tho OLDEST LOCALLY OWNEDJEWrLERS IN ALBUQUERQUE

DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

·CAROl NAL PLAZA 2411 San Pedro, N.. E.

,.......,.-..~~.#"___,-..~~
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Opposite the Broadway /Coronado. Center
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wh'at we sell...
repairs
,.
ring sizing.,.
put on watch bands ... -

NOW

.

WELCOME BACK

~·
a

~raftsman

Sophomore General Studies seminars are also available for
returning and transfer students. Come to the General.Studies
table or the Honors Center for schedule and descriptions.
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Descriptions of the courses, with book lists; are available at the
General Studies table at registration and at the Honors Center
(ground floor, west wing, Humanities building).
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Boogie-Woogie & Irish Rocker
recorded by Fats Waller during
The side opens. with heavy
1934-35. It is not a collection of rocker "Let Me ln." The energy
greatest hits but a sampling of is powerful, but controlled.
'some of the varied recordings "Ain't Too Good" -is a slow piece·
made in those yea,rs. It was the that gives Gallagher room to add
beginning of his career and most some tasteful guitar sequences,
of the songs were penned by making this the best cut on the
other people.
· album. "Souped-up· Ford" is a
The only well known titles are driving scorcher featuring slide
"Geor.gia May," "I Ain!t Got guitar.. Gallagh_er is one of the
Nobody" of Four Mills Brothers best slide guitarists in the world.
fame, and Waller's "Honeysu!!kle
Gallagher·opens side two with
Rose."
the old James and Bobby Purify
Waller's drag piano playing ·hit, "I Take What I Want." He
and raspy be-bop vocals fill the · mixes his soulful vocills with a
listener with a sound and feeling . basic hard rock beat quite well.
lacking in many of today's ar- · "Lost at Sea" is lln image song
tists. He is the real thing. that takes you to there.
Howling out the words and Gallagher introduces some·
beating the piano rhythms with acoustic material here.
"I ain't no doctor. I ain't no
grace, Waller was not only
origiJlal, he was inspirational. doctor's son.
He'll make you smile.
But I'll fill your prescription.
Fats; your music is an ~·Armful
I ain't no sailor. I ain't no
0' ·Sweetness." "Have a Little sailor's son.
"'
Dream on Me," Fats, "I'm
I'll be your navigator."
Growing Fonder of Yo1;1~"
Gallagher looke4 up Bo Carter
"Against the Grain"
for these lyrics and the music to a
Rory Gallagher
screeching blues number, "All.
Chrysalis/CHR-1098
Around Man." The western
• • *
ballad "Out on the Western
By George Gesner
Plain" takes you .back to Rawhide
The Irish rocker is back once imd is an old Ledbelly song. The
again in good form. The album disc ends witli "At the Bottom"
naturally focuses on guitarist ex- which is contradictory to this
traordinaire, Rory Gallagher.
album. Rate it A.
•

"'

The Lily Tomlin conc.:ert is
scheduled for Monday, Ja11uary
26, 8 p.m. in Popejoy Hall.
Tickets are $5 and $6 with a
dollar off with student I.D ..
Tomlin first bec.:ame known on
TV's "Laugh-in" show when she
started characterizations like Erl)estine, the telephone operator,
a11d Edith-Ani),. o11e of the worst
little girls ever to grace a dress.
Now she has·s~vera,l more pe·ople
in her act, most of whom will
probably appear somewhere in
the two•hour show.
.

-

"d

liJ.Y Tom lin

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Ear-Splitting Crowd, Lobos Scare Nev.-LV

el)

'Hissing' at ·Jonl's New Album

"""
""">.

o)

~

Lobo
Re.view
of
Records

;::s

; "The Hissing of Summer Lawns"
': JoniMitckeU ·
· ·
·
Jl Asylum/7E-1051

j

•

•

*

By Terry England
· I have heard several people
~ say none of the songs on this
8 al})um are strong enough to stand
-~ on their own. All I can say is.
~ doesn't anybody remember what
""' an album is for·? If y 0 u want a
~ tune to whistle while you work
go listen to Muzak,
c;j. It's a real shame when an artist
': does something really different
bll and all she gets is flak. Instead of
~ realizing that the artist is on to
something new, most critics just
say the album is bad - such is
the case here: .nobody says
anything good about this album.
>. ·

~.

z

1pxice~p~t~m-e.iT.i'hieiiiiiiilli!~S~uim§-

mer Lawns may be one of the
best ·.albums of this year. last
year, next year.
It's not often an established artist will so anything so original-as
· to confound . the critics and
general public alike. Most artista
are happy churning· O\lt products
that sell, thereby sticking themselves in an impassible rut.
"This record," says Joni on the
album jacket, ·"is a total work
conceived graphically, .musically,
lyrically, and accidentally as a
whole. The performances were
guided by the give n com positional structures and the
audibly inspired beauty of every
player. The whole unfolded like a
mystery. It is not niyintention to
Unravel that .mystery for
~a=niy~o~n~e~.. ~-";ijlfisihiei'siinioit~g~o~in~g~tofi-

explain it all, I sure as hell am not
going to, either,
·
If she is implying that some of
the music was improvised as t.hev
went along, I am not surpris!Jd, It
is free-form jazz, and since
nobOdy I know of hils .ever
defined the word "jazz,'' I feel
free .to say that. It certainly is
not rock 'n' roll in the usual sense
of the term, because all the music
combines into background for
J oni's words. This background
flows, and Joni seems to start
singing whenever she' feels the
urge. There is no introduction of
the melody, then the melody,
then a chorus, then the melody, a
chorus, then the ending as in
most popular music. Joni never
repeats verses, instead singing
!jtraig ht through until she
finishes. Most of the time, the
music simply fades out after
she's finished, giving a good
reason for thinking much of the
music is improvised.
The thing about t,his album is
that you have to sit down and
listen (preferably with earphones) to it. The first time, it's a
good idea to follow the lyrics on
the album jacket as the song is
being sung .. This way, you can
hear all the words in their proper
places. Then you may get the
idea of what going on.
If you still don't quite follow,
then go out and buy some·
photography books (specific ones
will be named here) and look at
the pictures (never mind the wor·
ds) while listening to the album."
Here is a suggested m:de;r: .
· For the first . cut on side
one-"In France They KiSB on
Main Street"-use Henri Cartier. Bresson's . book' The Decisive
Moment. The · pb_otograpbs
suggest the flavor of the song,
while the song suggests the
flavor of the photographs. For
the next cut, any painting by
Rosseau will do. Just stare at it
during the song, "Jungle Line."
Why will become apparent
almost immediately.
· "Edith and the · Kingpin"
Gate-.

i.

Quality
clothing
for
outdoors

is

people·

'
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The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM

._l10J;'EJ0Y HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Present·
The Fabulous

Pilobolus
Dance Company
p.~.
Tickets 87.00, 6.50, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00
_. TTNM Students - 1/2 Price

Wed., January 28- 8:15

Mare~au.
Tuesday, February 3- 8:15p.m.

Mareel

Tickets: 88.00, 7.00, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00
UNM Students 1/2 Price

Tel. 277-3121
Free Leeture • Demo Pilobolus
p.m.
.

'
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wood's Sidetripping. Gatewood
has an eye for the sleazy and
seamy, which is what the song
is implying. Finish "Don't IntE)rrupt the Sorrow" and "Shades
of Scarlet Conquering" with Ernst Haas book America, which is
the best book of American color.
Or go see Gone With the Wind.

Arthur Tress' Dream Collector
while listening to "Shadows and
Light." This is my favorite song
of the album, with references to
light and dark of photography.
Joni sings while· accompaning
herself on an Arp•Fartisa (an instrument for electronic music),
and it becomes almost a hymn to
m a n a .n d c r u e 1t y • T r e s s '
photographs are· suggested by
children's dreams, easily some of
the most disturbing images
made.

'

The photographs, of course,
Ralph Eugene Meatyard is the are only an aid. If you cannot see
one for "The Hissing of Summer w~at Joni is try'ing to do; if you
Lawns" and "The Boho Dance." have to have a beginning and an
Meatyard's surrealism (actually . end to a song; if. free• form jazz
beyond that, but the word fits for doesn't make sense to you; if you
our purposes) is a nice com- cannot see imagery inherent in
pliment to lines like "He put up a the lyrics then throw the album
barbed wire fence I To keep out away and · stop wasting your
the unknown I And on every . time ..
metal thorn I Just a little blood
of his own."·
Bill Owe.n'sSuburbia or Ou~
kind 0/Peopli should he\·l~wed ..
during "Harr:y's House-Centerpiece.'' "Centerpiece" comes
in the middle of "Harry's House"
and can be called a nice blues
number. If you've ever wondered
how blues could get into suburbia, here is a chance to find out.
Jerry Uelesann is good for the
next cut, "Sweet Bird.'' Both the
song and the photographs are
fantasy imagery where beauty is
in the eye/ear of the beholder.

'•
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By Harold Smith
Before a raucous, shrill, handclapping, record crowd of 18,081
Arena fans UNM scared fourthranked Nevada-Las Vegas, but
the unintimidated Rebels smoked
in the waning minutes to pull off

was 86 when they ·got past
Duquesne in the Steel Bowl
Classic. Coached. by Jerry
Tarkanian, the Rebels have
amassed a· nation-best .17-0
record with Saturday night's
win.

Ricky Williams and Dan Davis at
the guards.
·
The Wolfpack controlled the
opening tipoff, but the Rebels got
the first two points on a jumper
by Boyd Batts. Going down the
other way Dan Davis was fouled .
by Batts and sank two charity
tosses 41 seconds into the game.
;...J
Batts hit on a layup to make it
4-2. Then Berry and Davis scored to narrow their deficit t..o three
to give the motivated Lobos its points, 29,26. From that point
first lead. UNLV's Eddie Owens (4:54left') they gradually ~rew to
quickly reeled off six outside the final first-half score (39-38
UNLV). In this five ·minute
points to regain the lead.
The L&l:los playing beneath a period Williams began driving ·
vas.t ·mountain of people for the basket .off of UNM's
gradually succumbed to the spread offense, super sub Pave·
boggling talent of the Rebs. With Otero did the same at the other
6: 58 remaining in the first half backcourt position, Berry conthe red-uniformed Las Vegas tinued his confident offensive
floor work, and Patterson got a
squad led, 29-20.
'
Sub forward Norm Cacy and layup.
Berry
hit
the
last
basket
of the
sure-shooting George Berry kept
period
on
an
assist
from
Gray
New Mexico from ·being blown
with
eight
seconds
left,
out of the Pit by the quick firing
In the second half the lead
Rebels in this period. Cacy got
changed
hands four times, and
- four of his six points in this stretch.
Wolfpack coach Norm Ellen·
berger said after the game,
"Norm Cacy had a hell of a first
half. He proved he could play
with the big boys.'' Cacy did not
score in the second stanza. Ellenberger said the former Manzano
High great tried to "conquer the
world" in the second half. Cacy
also grabbed eight rebounds, as
many as any Rebel.
Berry and Gray pulled down
nine caroms for game honors.
Most were in body-smashing;
elbow-swinging ~rowds. The
Lobos beat UNLV'in the rebound
Lobo Norm Cacy (no. 14) and Rebel Reggie Theus (no. 23 in, category, 55-45.
The· Rebels were led by
horizontal position) battle under the boards. "Cacy," Norm
skyscraping 6-10 Lewis Brown
Ellenberger said; "proved he can play with the big boys."
and smooth Eddie Owens with
..
Former UNM assistant cage eight boards.
an 80-73 basketball victory over
Ellenberger said 'he was con·
coach Dennis Hodges, who was
,the Lobos Saturday night. .
The attendance was more like replaced by Jim Newman, is now fident going into the game UNM
would outrebound the taller
the assistant under Tarkanian.
20,000;
Rebels.
The
Lobos'
starting
five
slots
UNLV, who ave~:aged 107 poinAfter the Lobos' first-half
ts a game going into the contest, were filled by George Berry and
slump
they came back with six
was held to its lowest total of its Larry Gray at the forwards,
points
by
Cacy, Berry and Davis
season. The Rebs previous low Mike Patterson at center and

~
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was tied twice.
New Mexico jumped to a 45-42
advantage with 17:35 remaining
on scores by Berry and Patterson. The · Pit crowd was
deafening and occasionally would
l'each a level where it hurt the
ears. Berry led the .Lobos with 21
points, hitting 10-15 from the
field and 1-1 from the line.
Other Lobos in. double figures
were Davis 12, and Williams 10.
UNLV's Owens had 25,
After UNM's short-lived lead
the Rebels outscored the Wolf·
pack 12-2, and UNM never came
closer than three after that.
Hustling Steve Davis, who had
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ICont)nued on page 15)

Relax
Your I.D.
Covers
,. 'FREE CHECKING

at

CITIZENS BANK.

Close the album by viewing

LaW

ScJLoo'

c.Ad1111S~101l
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The Teit:
The Review Course:

February 7, 1976
F•bruary 2·5,1976
6:00 pm • 10:00 pm
UNM School of Law, Room 102

·(9

Students who are serious about their future legal crareers
will want to begin their prE!paration even before they take
the Law School Admission Test. Professional Educators of
New Mexico, Inc. In conjunction with Professional Educators,
lhc. of Washington, D.C. offers a course to help you achievea higher score on the LSAT. The course consists of four consecutive nights of preparatory instruction. taught by attorneys and other professionals, utilfzing an approach
technique which familiarizes the student with the format of
the LSAT and the analytical techniques and methods which
can lead to better scores on the test.
PENM's updated course materials and limited enrollment
policy assure maximum student Involvement and an insight
Into .the latest LSAT developments.
·
PENM ~arantees that If you do not score 600 or above
on the LSAT you may take the course again at no charge.
·Professional Educators of N·ew Mexico
Post Office Box 26045 .
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87125

(505) 255·4050

FOR THE
FIRST TIME
THE .Undergraduate Seminar
Program courses are available at
walk-through registration. N,o line,
no early rising - ·just class cards
at the General Studies/U.S.P. table
at ·walk-through and·· drop/add.
There
are openings in almost all
..
sections.
Brochures· with titles, descriptions, and scheduled times are
available at the Honors Center, ground .floor, west wing of
Humanities Building.

No more worries over Checking Service Fees. Just
bring a student I. D. to Citizens Bank, and receive a
FREE Checking Account Service that includes free
. Bank-by-Mail with postage paid both ways. Why
pay for something you can get Free?
This ·Offer Includes:
Faculty, Staff, Employees ..
Non-Profit Organizations of your school.

LOCATED EAST OF UNIVERSITY BLVD.
(JUST A FEW BLOCKS)-ON CANDElARIA. OPEN TIL6:00

.CITIZENS-aANK-cb·
OF ALBUGUERGlUE

3 Full Service Banks
2500 Louisiana, NE
2901 Candelaria, NE
1213 San Pedro, NE

Phone 298-8777

FDIG
MEMBER Of FDIC

f
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Pam Ste·hwein Takes
Gymnastics All-around

.

.

U-NM Wrestlers D·r·op Two Dual Meets

·
By Tim Gallagher
So the UNM women's gymnastics team did not get to go to. Las
Cruces to compete in New Me1<ico State Invitational,. They stayed
T10me on Saturday and did just fine.
·
·
The meet in Las Cruces was ca!lcelled so UNM coach Claudia
Thomas scheduled Western State College of Colorado, Western State
was also cancelled out of the Las Cruces meet and should have quit
while it wa.s ahead as the Lobos, led by Pam Stehwein, beat Wester-n

By Jo Lopez
UNM wrestlers, plagued with
injuries and only a sprinkling of
success in tournaments, lost two
more dual meets over the
weekend.
Having placed sixth in the

Stehwein took first place in the uneven parallel bars and grabbed
.second place in three events, vaulting, balance beam and floor
exercise to win t~e all-around title. StEihwein's 26.19 score was
followed bya 23.61 score by Western's Gretchen Groves. UNM's Jan·e
Laflin was third in the all-around with 23.21.
· Debbie Chancellor won the balan'ce beam competition for UNM
with a score of 7.0. UNM also took first place in the floor exercise with
Jacque Taylor's 7.40. The highest score of the meet came on the last
yault of the day when Western's Patty Seville scored an 8.35 to win
· the event.
·
"I was--pl:eas-ed with our overall performance, but I thought we
Lobo Coach Norm Ellenberger motivates his cage squad against 4th-ranked U/V.L V. The could have done better o'n the balance lieam," Coach Thomas said.
UNM's next competition will come Saturday at 1 p.m. in Johnson
deafening roar of 18,081 Pit fans helped some as well.
·
Gym against Texas-El Paso.

class as junior Frank Gilpin
felled CU's Jerry Gio~a in 3:00 of
the second period. Gilpin holds
th!l best record for the Lobos
with 16 wins and 5losses.
The Lobos won only two more
matches. Their team score was

Wom.en Gain Intermountain Lead
Very Fine European
Indonesian Food
Try our Satee Babi,,
Curried Dishes, and
Sandwiches

Reasonable Prices

Hours Ddily / 11. am - 12 pm
.h
Telep. hone 765-5.671
~~ 1~00 Central SE

Living at The
College Inn is less
expensiye than
commuting. .
Unless you walk
all the way.··
Room and board
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Sports _
Stars'' coached ,by St. Pius coach
Lincoln .Galassini. The media
team hardly earned the name
"All-Stars" although they beat a
tired UNM team 73-48. The
media were composed of Tribune
sportswriters Richard Stevens,
Bill Naegele and Kevin Walsh,
Albuquerque News editor Greg
Lay, Associated Press spor·
tswtiter Jim McElroy and former
KOAT sp()rtscaster He'nry
Tafoya:

Both UNM & Lobo
lost to Adams _r:,.,,.,.""
on Sat. afternoon in Johnson gym.

.
.
Colorado
Invitational
last
weekend, the Lobos faced tough
Colorado University who placed
second in their own tournament.
CU took an early lead, 11-0,
taking the first tw.o matches, and
went on to win the meet, 29-17.
· UNM's 118-pounder Rick Cardwell was superior decisioned by
Chuck Davis and Lobo 126pounder Sc9tt McClelland was
pinned by Buffalo Marvin Casner
in those first two contests.
New Mexico- came back with
its own· pinning in the 134 weight

The game can probably be
remembered for a good quote
from Galassini rather than any
spectacular plays. Commenting
on the women officials Galassini
said, "Incompetence knows no
sexual barriers."
The UNM women take on con·
ference-foe Nort)Jern Colorado
Thursday night in the Arena at
7:30.

such a large, boisterous crowd.
altercation problems, got the last "Our kids' eyes,'' he said, "were
two points of the contest with no this big (Tarkanian cupped his
time on the clock on two free fingers in a circle about 10 times
throws.
the diameter of his eye).
In the end it was turnovers · "There aren't any crowds like
that decided the outcome. UNLV this in any part of the country.
bad 12 compared to UNM's 24. . . There may be some as good, but
Tarkanian said, "They (UNM) none better.''
pretty much had the tempo of the
A pensive Ellenberger said
game. They did a good job in- Nevada-Las Vegas was the best
bounding the ball."
team that ever played in the
Tarkanian said his players Arena. "They deserve every bit
· were not used to playin1(before of ballyhoo they get,'' he said.
,eontlnucdlrompageiS)
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*Attention Juniors *

ClEARPRlNT/BEE Tracing papers
Drawing instruments/lettering sets
Complete drafting furniture
Chart Tapes/Technical pens
Overhead projection matt:rials
lecturer pads/Easels
Thousands of Markers

Interested in earning $8
for one hour of your time??
00

.

The Bell System will conduct a recruiter training conference during the week of F.ebruary 2, 1976 !lt .the
White Winrock Motel. Several juniors are needed for
practice interview sessions.
All majors are welcome if interested in a business career
and have good grades.
Women: and minorities are encouraged to apply.

Gain the experience of an actual job interview,
·
and make money too!!

ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th St. at Candelaria
. PHONE 344-5002

Transportation will he provided.

.
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too low to win by the 167 match.
The 150-pound contest ended in a
draw between Lobo Tom McLain
and Buffalo Ed Rusher.
Other Lobo winners were
Mark Erikson competing in the
'177 division (down from his former 190 weight division due to a
knee injury to 177 pounder Tony
Barton), and heavyweight Rick
Haury who won on a Buffalo forfeit. Haury compe'ted in the
heavyweight class, which was
form~rly occupied this season by
Tom Morris who has the flu.

Lobes Scare Rebs ...
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boost UNM's score.
Then Lobo Russell Peterson at
167 pinned Jim DeCasper in 4:40
and UNM went ahead 15-13. But
Adams State came right back
with their own pin, UNM's Mark
Erikson downed by Tom Jean in
5:26.
The Lobos could not manage
any more pointsl as Adams State
took the final two contests by
decisions.
Lobo 190-pounder · .Andy
Guthrie was on a comeback in his
contest against Adams State's
Craig Kelso who is a national
champ and a former winner of.
the Lobo Invitational. But time
ran out and 'Kelso took the
decision to secure the win for
Adams State. '

~

'l'he Lobos will compete in the ~
~
Mountain Intercollegiate .....
Wrestling Tournament this
·weekend in Fort Collins, Colo. t:1
The MIW A boast~ 16 of the :::::
.'-<
· nation's top wrestling teams.
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With no time to recover, New
Mexico faced NAIA defending
champion Adams State Saturday
afternoon, UNM Coach Ron
Jacobsen called .Adams State "a
stronger team than last year."
Adams State proved their
power as they defeated the
Lo bos 25-15. In this contest,
Adams State also took the first
two contests and UNM took the
134 .match as Gilpin super
decisioned Adams State's John
Flores.
·
Tom McLain again tied his opponent, Brett Ackerman, in the
150-pound match. In the 158pound ·match, UNM's Mike
Wilson, who once wrestled at
167, superior decisioned his _opponent Mark Schwettman to
•
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The UNM. women's basketball . ·left brought UNM to within one
team opened its Intermountain at 63;62.
Conference Season in Colorado
The Lobos held on defense and
with a pair of wins last week. One got the ball back with about a
was a breeze, the other a minute to play. "I didn't care who
squeeze.
took the shot for us,'.' said Marpe.
· On Thursday in F~. Collins the "I just wanted them to get a good
Lobos blew past Colorado State shot off.'' With the 30-second
with an easy 69-47 win·. It was a clock winding down, Cotner
different story on Friday ·threw up a prayer from 30 feet·
however, as a 30-foot bomb by and it was answered. UNM went
Janie Cotner enabled UNM to on top for the first time at 64-63.
' take a 66-63 come-from-behind Marpe said, "I couldn't believe it
decision over Colorado Univer- when I saw Janie (Cotner) put
sity in Boulder. The two wins put that shot up."
.
UNM atop the. Intermountain
UNM's press forced Colorado
. Conference with a 2-0 conference into a turnover and Cotner was
record.
fouled with one second remaining
Colorado surprised UNM by in the game. She· sank a pair for
moving to a 38-33 halftime lead the final margin.
on the basis of some 21 turnovers , Thursday's·win over CSU was
by the Lobos. "I didn't expect "the kind you like to.have once in
while,"
said
Marpe.
them to be as strong as they a
were," said UNM coach Kathy "Everybody got in to play."
Marpe. "They are a well-coached
UNM did not use its full-court
team."
. press at all in this game and
Patty Howell kept UNM relied on a man-to-man defense.
within five points of the Buffalos The Lobos had a good ballhanthroughout the contest. Howell dling game and committed few
scored 19 points in the game (her turnovers. Linda Hattox and
season high), and "made key Carol M9reland led UNM in
steals and key moves under the scoring with 12 apiece. Marpe
basket to keep us in it,'' Marpe praised Moreland saying, "She
said.
did a super job."
Colorado's press, which had
The league-leading women
forced the New ~exico tur- stepped off a plane returning
novers, began to wear off late in from Colorado early Saturday
the game and a pair of free morning and then bad to face a
throws with a minute and a half team of Albuquerque media "All-
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Contact the Career Services Center in
Mesa Vista Hall at once for further details.

·speed Reading
Course Tq Be
Taught·Jn
-Albuquerque Area
The New Mexico Reading Lab, of Roswell,
will offer a 4 week course in speed reading
to a limited number of qualified people In the
Albuquerque area. A person is required to attend only one 2 1/2 hour class per week, on
the evening of their choice for 4 weeks only.
The course guarantees to triple the person's
reading speed with a marked improvement
in comprehension and concentration. The
guarantee, however, is a bare minimum as
the average graduate will read 7 to 10 times
faster. They can read almost any average
book in less than one hour.
·. For those who would like additional infonnation; a series of free, one hour orientation lectures have been scheduled At
these free lectures the course will ·be ex. plained in complete detail, including~
classroom procedures, instruction methods,
class schedule and a special 1 time only introduct~ry tuition that is less than one-third
the cost of similar courses. You must attend
only one of the free meetings for complete
details. You may attend any of the meetings
for infonnation about the Albuquerq~e
classes.
These orientations are open to the public,
above age 14, (persons under 18 should be
.accompanied by a parent if possible.)
If you have always wanted to be a speed
reader but found the cost prohibitive or the
course too titne consuming... now you can!
Just by attending 1 evening per week for 4
short weeks you can. read- 7. to 10 times'
faster, concentrate better arid -comprehend
'
more.

If you are a student who would like to
make A's instead of B's or C's or if you are
a business person who wants to stay
abreast of today's everchanging accelerating
world, then this course is an absolute
necessity. These Free one hour meetings will
be held ·at the following ftmes and places:

.

Tuesday .January 20 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Wednesday danuary 21 at 6:30
pm and again at 8:30 pm
Thursday .January 22 at 6:30pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Friday .January. 23 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Saturday .January 24 at 10:30 am
and'agaln at 1:30 pm
.Monday .January 26 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
Tuesday .January 27 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
These meetings will be held in
room 250-c Student Union Bldg,
Univer8ity of New Me•ico. Pleas~
be on time.
Room, 501 Coors NW.
If you are a businessman, student, wife or
executive, this course which took 5 years of
intensive research to develop, is a must. You
can read 7-ltl times faster, comprehend
more, concentrate better, and remember
longer. Students are .offered an additional
discount This course can be taught to in-. .
dustry or civic groups at "Group rates" upon
request. Be sure to aftend whichever free.
orir.ntation that fits in your schedule.

.~

...Women Seek Aid

~ (Continued from page 8)
,..; .
'
~ are it will cost you

.

laundry, Qne block from UNM, $138, $75 deposit,
See managers at 215 Yale Blvd S.E. or 401 Har·
vard .S.E. 1/22
CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment com.
plllx for the youn$ and the young 11t heart. !;tents
start at $140. Large swimming/pool, Efficiencies &
l·bdrm available, fur11ished. .or unfurnished.
Walking distance to UNM, 1520 University N E,
243·2494. 2/13
WOMAN SHAUE APARTMENT. No pets, non·
'smoker, 20 mi1lu\es UNM, UO, 299·2864. l/23
ATTRACriVE room, private entrance/bath, SE,
shag carpet.. 296·6708. 1/23

very little. A case· worker is assig·ned to most
; patients and together you decide how much you are able to pay for
§ medical expenses.
·
~ . Abortions' are usually not difficult if the woman is not more than 12
0 weeks pregnant. The farther along a woman is in her pregna·ncy the
~ more complex the procedure, For detailed information on costs and
j- procedures, call BCMC at 843-2245. ·
~
The Pregnancy Testing and Abortion Clinic is· another very 5. FORSALE
~ reasonable abortion clinic. They offer councilling and birth control in
~ their package deal. The pregnancy test costs $15 and if it shows
g pregnancy, an additional $135 is required for the abortion. There is an · 20 USED TV's. $30·$60. 441 Wyoming N,E,, 255·
·:;;; :additional charge if the woman has a certain blood type. They will not 5987. 3/1
a> perform an abortion if the woman has be~n pregnant for more than 12 EXPERT SKIIERSi Volkl Sapparo Skis 194cm
Look Nevada bindings new $210, excellent con·
~ weeks. The Clinic's phone number is 265-9511.
dition, $70, 842·0248, 1/23
'
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CLA:SSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 15eentsperword per day, oaedollar
minimum. Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days 1\'itb nll changes, nine cen·
ts per 1\'0rd per day, lno refunds if caneelred
before five insertlonst. ClassUied ad·
vertisements must be paid In advance.
Marron Hall room 131 or by mall to:
Classified Advertl~ln1, UNM Bo:~~ 20,
Albuquerque,N.M. 87131

1. PERSONALS
MARY, I'm back in scbool. How 'bout luneh?
Niek. 1/20
ATTENTION: UNM BOOKSTORE returns
policy: Books purchased for l.he spring semester
1976 may be returned for Full price through Sat,
Feb 14 provided: 1) books must be in new con·
dition, 2) books must be accompanied by cash
receipt, 3) Student I.D. must be present with
return. 1/30
CHINESE
TRADITIONA,L
ARTS
of
Acupressure, cooking &'language, classes now of·
fered at C.C.C.., 3015 Central NE, 268-7023. 1/23
AVOID THE MOB: UNM Bookstore open tonltel
Special registration hours today and tomorrow
Sam to 7pm. 1/19
ROOMMATE REFERRAL SERVICE. We find
you a roommate: Phone 266·!1223. 1/23
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·
ds who care at Birthright, 247-9819. tfn
AGORA is the student crisis center,located at the
NW corner of Mesa Vista. If you have any
problems you'd like to talk about, or if you'd just
like to rap, call or come in, 277·3013. l/23

production, films, Black·and·white emphasized.
One three.hour lecture weekly, individualizedin·
struction and heavy practice in excellent
darkroom near UNM. Discussions, critiques, field
trips. Absolute beginners welcome, or in·
terrnediate. Expensive btit intensive. Limited to
twelve very serious persons, starting around
February 10. Class fills fast so reserve a place
now.Details: A·Photographer, 265-2444. 1/23
FAMOUS
QUIVIRA
BOOKSHOP
and
'Photography Gallery is 1/a block from. Johnson
Gyin on Corne.ll. Special order service. tfn
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR. 118 Sa11
Pedro S.E, 261).0335. Color TV's, tape decks,
stereos, amplfiers, 'auto radios, install ·burglar
alarms. 10°h discount for students with ID. Quick
service. Used TV's for sale. 1/23
EXPERIENCED TYPIST: Manuscripts, theses,
papers, ete. 50c per double·spaced page. 3463288. 1/22
PASSPORT, iDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing. Ncar UNM. Call
261).2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
MATURE YOUNG WOMAN will babysit my
home near UNM. 243·-1776. l/23
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·
7147. 1/23
GETTING MARRIED? Call Creative Services for
invitations & photography at low cost. 299·
7930. 1/23
BELLY DANCING CLASSES at The Blue
Hareem, 2217 Lead S.E., 256-1967. 1/22

3•. FORRENT
CAMPUS COMPACT APTS. New Large color·
fully decorated furnished _studio apts. Built·in
desk & breakfast bar, shower over tub, walk·in
closets, harvest gold appliances, outside
storageroom. Across the street from grocery &

NEED BOOKS for Data Processing 201 &
Business Communications 265? Call299·1502 after
5 p.m. for.a better buy. 1/23
VIDEO TAPJjl, Sony 1h ", 30 minute. Used, $5 per
role. Audio Video Consultant$, 17 Scottsdale
Village, 3107Eubank N.E., 298·3529. 1!23
LEVJ'S .. BLUE JEAN big bell& alway!! at 'l'he
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243·6954. tfn
WHY RENT? Former student moving up: selling
8 x 40 house trailer: good shape, good neigh·
bo'rhood. Sunshine: privacy, economy, comfort,
$1500,294-1733 after 6 p.m. l/23

6. EMPLOYMENT
PAR.T TIME JOB, Graduate students only. Af·
ternoons & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas N.E .. 5516 Menaul N.E. 1/30
STUDENT NEEDED to care for live interior
plants in major department store in Albuquerque.
Some experience with· interior plant care •
required. Two hours. per week during day or
evening. Salary $50 per month. All supplies
provided, Please send resume to Cardiff
Associates Inc., 4607 Camden Drive, Corona Del
Mar, California 92625 immediately if interested.
Interviewing at. store In early February for
qualified applicants. 1/23
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell your handmade
clothing, crafts. Hand Stitch Co·op, 2000 Central
SE. 1/23
BABYSITTER NEEDED. Two afternoons each
week, Close
UNM and Monte Vista Elemen·
tary, Dorm residents welcomed. 266·8320. l/23
WANTED: Student to help student in wheel
chair. Must be strong, literate, and available af·
ternoons. Call Robert Clark at 842·1410. 1/23

Skstebosrt/1
Bicycle World
2216 Central SE

Symphony of Life presents a 12 week ciuss .in
basic technique&, principles and meth.ods of
Meditation, every Wednesd11y beginning Jan. 20
through April 6, 5·6:30 p.m., rm 14.4 Honors Qtr.
CRUS Bldg), Cln~sl!s are open to new students
thro!lgltout the !jllmesler. For further info ca(l891!, ,
9120: Mon·Ji'ri 1Qa.m.•3.p,m.
. The 19T5·76 Annual Register of Grant Support
is available Cor peru&al in the GSA office, rm.l06,
SUB.
Paul
Lee

Beginning square dapce lessons, first fout
weeks free. Come and giv(l it a try. Johnson Gym
rm, 176; 7 p.m. Thursdays.
The American Indian History Project will con·
duct f~rther research on developing curriculum
materials. for the Dept, of Educ. this semester,
Academic credit can be arrapged by -1'/ative
American Studies. The first meeting is Jan, 20, 7
p.m., at the Nalive American Studies Center. For •
information caU Mary Abeita at 277-3917.
Latin America Through Film is an intro to Latin
American Society and Politics through films, lee·
tures, discussions and readings. Top·fiight films
such as Bumiel's will be sbown and discussed.
(Most films have subtitles,) The·course, listed as
Pol. Sci. 250, Soc. 250 and Latin Am. Studies 250,
will be team·taught by Profs. Gilbert Merkx and
Karen R.emmer, and will meet Tuesdays 2 to 4
p.m. and Thursdays 2 to 3 p.m. There are no
prerequisites for the course.

on 36 Mo. O.E.L.
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Hair De11~n Centre

DO YOU NEED

CASH?
Earn $ 10 a week

BLOOD

.PLASMA
DONOR CENTER
·8 am to·S pm

iiliiiii:T~iiiiiiiiiiii.

BRAN'D NEW FORD
COURIER
$90~44

some

,by Jim
Ard now you. too, con get your hair cut wllh t~ Markham
Styk>lnnovotor Method. lor $11 or less (a l.ot Jess than $55). The
Morknam Style Innovator Shop J~ted below offers you styling
$<perllse end methods deVeloped by Jim Markham. In ad·
dillon they're exclu~ve sources of the much'wanted
Markham Style Innovator Grooming Products. Indulge your•

donate twice weekly

to

2. SERVICES
BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE forming.
How·to·do·it, taught by artoQriented professional.
No history, chemistry or esthetics, i)ut all about
camera pperation, lenses, exposure, darkroom

Polley for Lip Service-Notices run the day
before and the day ol the event, space available,
Deadline for notices is 4:3Q p.m. the day before·
pubUcaUoo,'
.. The LOBO reserves the right to edit notices and
delete those con~ldered inappropriate for this
"'himn,

Tuesday-Saturday

Margarita.
Monday

OOct

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

842-6991

All Nite
4418 Central S.E.

ALBUQUERQUE
1307 CENTRAL NE

New Mexico DailY Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; i· Lost & Found; 3. Services:· 4. For Rent; 5.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

•

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge·
Terms Cash in advance

Marro·n Hall, Room 132

Enclosed$ _ _ _ Placed by _ __

Telephone, ____ ,..

Mail To
UNM · Bo~ 20, University of New Mexico;
.l\lbuqu~rqu'e, New Mexico 87131

..

